
FRIDAY (all times in PT)

8:30 – 9:15 Alie Bioethics/
Implementation

Bioethical principles in genetic epidemiology, deciding 
whether to implement genetic testing

BREAK
9:30-10:15 Sara Rare variation Strategies to analyze rare genetic variants

BREAK
10:30-11:15 Sara GxE interactions Gene x Environment interactions analyses

LUNCH BREAK
11:45 – 12:30 Diane PRS/Risk prediction Polygenic risk scores and population screening

BREAK
12:45-1:30 Sara Mendelian 

Randomization
Mendelian Randomization studies

BREAK
1:45 – 2:30 Sara/Alie Office Hours Stop by to ask questions from the day, or schedule time 

to discuss your own project.



SISG 2022: 
Module 11
Genetic Epidemiology

Risk Prediction and Population Screening



Course survey:

https://si.biostat.washington.edu/user/login

https://si.biostat.washington.edu/user/login


https://iphg.biostat.washington.edu/



Freakonomics Radio:
impact and utility of polygenic risk score for 

lipids
23:00-23:40; 27:30-28:20

http://freakonomics.com/podcast/23andme/

http://freakonomics.com/podcast/23andme/


Polygenic Risk Scores



Only 1-10% of disease is thought to be driven by rare, high impact 
variants. 

If you have these variants, you have a very high chance of developing 
the disease, but those variants account for a small amount of overall 
people with the disease

> BRCA1 in breast cancer 
– 45% lifetime risk with the variant
– only 5-10% of breast cancer is linked to BRCA1

> LDLR in Familial hypercholesterolemia 
– 66% risk of heart disease
– only 2% of people with heart disease is linked to LDLR

Genetic contribution to disease is complex



What about the rest of disease?

Kunkle et al. 2019 (Nature)

GWAS of Alzheimer’s disease



What about the rest of disease?



“Polygenic” risk = Sum of genome-wide risk

Kunkle et al. 2019 (Nature)

# of SNPs meeting the 
significance threshold

allele effect size

PRS



Population polygenic risk score distribution

Very few ‘risk’ 
variants or many 
protective variants

A lot of risk variants

Average: everyone probably has 
some of these variants, since most 
are common in GWAS



Population polygenic risk score distribution

Detection rate = 16%

False Positive = 5%

Sud et al. 2021 (Nature)

Is this amount of risk discrimination useful?



Another Example 

Cohort divided into 
people with each 

genetic score level

Polygenic risk score for BMI

https://www.cell.com/cell/pdf/S0092-8674(19)30290-9.pdf

Khera, Cell. 2019

https://www.cell.com/cell/pdf/S0092-8674(19)30290-9.pdf


Polygenic risk scores are still probabilistic
Based on polygenic risk score category, what weight score do people have?

Khera, Cell. 2019



Polygenic scores as another data point  Precision health

Torkmani, Nature, 2018



From GWAS to PRS



From GWAS to PRS
1) Start with GWAS Summary Statistics 

Effect Size
P-value (to 
determine 

cut-off) 



From GWAS to PRS
2) Account for Linkage Disequilibrium (clumping)

European

East Asian

Yoruba

You can see haplotypes clearly here Locus zoom plot

Zoom: Why would a polygenic risk score developed in a European cohort be unreliable for a person with 
Yoruba ancestry?



From GWAS to PRS
3) Determine SNP inclusion threshold

Threshold does not have to 
be genome-wide significance

(5 e-08)



4) Generate score model 
BMI as the outcome

SNP estimate error p-value

rs441084 1.20 0.89 5x10-6

rs8783 0.50 0.22 8x10-8

rs4699 -0.24 0.19 6x10-7

Score = 1.20*(#alleles rs441084) + 0.50 *(#alleles rs8783) -
0.24*(#alleles rs4699)

Note: what is the reference allele?

This is calculated for each individual



Calculate polygenic risk score for Fred
FRED

*Fred’s outcome is not considered 

Variant allele -- he gets points depending 
on how many copies of this allele he has



Calculate polygenic risk score for Fred
FRED

*Fred’s outcome is not considered 



Calculate polygenic risk score for Fred
FRED

*Fred’s outcome is not considered 



Zoom poll: 
Calculate polygenic risk score for Alice

FRED ALICE



5) Use polygenic score in regression model & Assess accuracy

Is our polygenic score associated with BMI?

R input: 

Model1 <- lm(BMI ~ PRS + Age + Sex+… , data = BMIdata)

We put our summary score in the equation instead of a specific SNP

Q. We use a new dataset to develop this model: Why?



5) Use polygenic score in regression model
Is our polygenic score associated with BMI?

lm(BMI~PRS + Age + Sex, data = BMIdata)

Variable estimate error p-value

Intercept 21.0

PRS 8.9 0.05 8x10-6

Age 0.02 0.01 0.004

SexF 1.0 0.17 0.006



> PGS Catalog: https://www.pgscatalog.org/

– Similar to GWAS catalog, contains summary information for PRS score 
development

– You can download the GWAS Summary stats they used to calculate 

> PRSsice : uses clumping+thresholding method we discussed 
> LDPred2: uses LDMatrix and Bayesian method 

Popular PRS tools 



Ethical question



Ethical question



Ethical question

> In your zoom breakouts:
– Discuss the ethical and social implications of using polygenic risk scores for embryo 

selection 

– How should OrchidHealth handle rapid scientific developments?  What happens if after 
an embryo is selected, new research comes out that shows that high PRS for one 
disease is inversely related to another disease? 



> PRS-CSx
– Bayesian method that combines GWAS results from multiple populations

> Con: assumes that variants are mostly the same across ancestries

> TL-PRS
– Transfer learning method to make use of large European GWAS

> Con: works best with training data from only one homogenous ancestry group

> TL-Multi
– Transfer learning method that uses summary statistics from GWAS of diverse ancestry 

> Con: no clumping – uses ALL data (computationally inefficient) 

New methods designed for application in multi-ethnic studies

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41588-022-01054-7
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.03.08.22272114v1.full-text
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.03.30.486333v1.full


Population Screening



Implementing population screening
How do allele frequencies intersect with actionability and 

economics to make implementation decisions?

Determine how population allele frequencies affect 
implementation decisions for population screening

Zoom breakout.



Zoom breakout: population screening



Zoom breakout
● Expect 28/100,000 individuals in general population to have 

cystic fibrosis, but 4162 among people with Ashkenazi Jewish 
ancestry.

● Integrating bioethical decisions and practical decisions of 
budgetary constraints
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